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　　　　The ｙ iron nitride (nitrogen austenite) was sｕt!jected to high magnetic field process in order to drive

　　　　the ｆｃｃ→bet martensitic transformation. Molar fraction of martensite monotonically increased with

　　　　increasing the magnetic field and reached 94% at 35 T. With ａ combination of magnetization and

　　　　５７Ｆｅ Mossbauer spectroscopy data, magnetization of bulk processed a' phase with 9.6 at. % N is

　　　　determined to be 229 emu/g, the same as that for dc sputtered thin films. 0 2θ06 American In∫titute

　　　　of Ｐｈｙｓicｓ，[ＤＯＩ: 10.1063/1.2227640]
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　　The value of spontaneous magnetization is one of fun-

damental data for ferromagnetic materials. In quest of high

performance, ａ material with magnetization exceeding the

Fe65CO35 alloy has been sought for many years. Kim and

Takahashi found that iron films grown in nitrogen gas atmo-

sphere possess larger magnetization than bulk iron and attrib-

uted it to the metastable nitride with bet structure, ♂

-Fei6N2/ Their discovery generated a huge scientific and

technological interest and some research groups successfully

reproduced　so　called　the“giant　magnetization”of

2.6-3.2 T.2‾7But the magnetization of the ♂phase has been

ａ　matter　of considerable　disagreement　among ‘ various

inｖｅstigatｏrs1‾12and discussed in terms of the unit cell vol-

ume and degree of ｏrder.11'１３

　　Another ferromagnetic bet phase, the a' phase, exists in

the iron-nitrogen system and is often referred as nitrogen

martensite･ The high temperature fee phase (ｙ phase or ni-

trogen austenite) spontaneously undergoes the ｆｃｃ→bet mar-

tensitic transformation when it is quenched below the mar-

tensite start temperature (肘よand the a' phase is formed.

Because nitrogen atoms in ｙ phase are irregularly distributed

on the octahedral interstitialsitesin the fee lattice of iron and

this transfonnation proceeds without diffusion process, nitro-

gen atoms are arranged in a disordered manner on octahedral

sites along the ｃ axis in the � phase/'* Heat treatment

around 393 K orders nitrogen atoms, and the ♂phase is

formed. 1t can be said that the a' phase is a precursor to

obtain the ♂phase. Because the martensitic transformation

accompanies ａlarge atomic volume increase, the strain en-

ergy is accumulated in the matrix as the structure change

proceeds. This tends to suppress further progress of the trans-

formation. As ａ result, the a' phase always coexists with the
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retained austenite in ａsample as far as high nitrogen ｙ phase

is concerned. Therefore, precise molar fraction of the �

phase needs to be obtained by some means when one would

like to determine its intrinsic magnetization with magnetic

measurements. Huang etal･produced fine powders consisted

of 56 wt % a' phase and estimated that the magnetization is

250 emu/g　by　an　extrapolation　of x-ray　diffraction

ｉｎtｅｎsities犬6　Using　thin　film　technique, single　phase

samples of the a' phase can be obtained and, therefore, the

error associated with the molar fraction estimation can be

avoided. But the reported values tend to be scattered ranging

from 228 to １５７7ｅｍｕ/g.3'8'9'11Therefore, it is necessary to

determine　the　intrinsic　value　using　substrate-free　bulk

samples of high molar fraction･ Having the reliable value for

the a' phase, magnetization change upon annealing would

provide valuable information whether the giant magnetiza-

tion exists or not in the α″phase｡

　　We have applied high magnetic fields up to 40 T to the ｙ

phase foils at low temperatures in order to increase the molar

fraction of the �phasｅ.16‾１８Magnetic fieldlowers the Gibbs

free energy of ferromagnetic martensite phase whereas no

substantial change takes place for the paramagnetic parent

phase.'^ As ａ result, the ｙ→a' martensitic transformation is

promoted. Therefore, molar fraction of the a' phase can be

changed with the intensity of magnetic field, and a higher

fraction can be achieved than by just cooling the ｙ phase to

the helium temperature in zero magnetic field. Taking full

advantage of the magnetic field effect, the intrinsic magneti-

zation of the a' phase can be determined by measuring mag-

netization of samples as a function of the molar fraction and

extrapolation to 100%. The molar fraction exceeding 90% of

high magnetic field samples ^^ enables high precision deter-

mination of the intrinsic value｡

　　In this report, precise magnetic measurements and ^^Fe

transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy were carried out in or-
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der to determine the intrinsic magnetization of bulk pro-

cessed a' phase. And we propose another method to reduce

the retained austenite having a potentiality to produce ａlarge

amount of the a' phase.

II.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

　　Iron foils (99.9％in purity) were annealed at 1 270 K in

dry hydrogen gas in order for grain growth for l h and sue-

cessively nitrifiedin a mixture of NH. and Ｈ２gas at 923 K

for l h. Their thickness was 0.01 mm to minimize inhomo-

geneity of nitrogen concentration. Samples were quenched

directly from the nitriding temi)erature to distilled water to

avoid decomposition into ａ mixture of a-Fe and y-Fe4N.

All samples were checked with x-ray diffraction using Mo

ＫａΓadiation and are found to be ａ single phase of ｙ The

Nelson-Riley ｅｘtrａｐｏｌａtion2oｗith23 diffraction lines was

used to obtain lattice parameters of the best possible accu-

racy after deconvolution of Kai and Ｋａ．lines. Samples with

lattice parameter of 3.646Å≦αo≦3.647A were selected

for the following experiments. Corresponding nitrogen con-

centration was 9.6 at.％j1 The surface of nitrified foils was

shiny silver and no surface treatment was applied during the

course of the present experiment. The ｙ phase samples were

immersed into liquid helium in zero magnetic field,and then

external magnetic field was applied. Ａ conventional super-

conducting magnet and ａ Bitter-type magnet were used to

generate magnetic field of O T＜召≦5T and　10T≦召

≦23 T，respectively. For experiments up to 35 T， a hybrid

magnet consisting of 14 T superconducting and 21 T Bitter‘

type magnets was employed. The field was applied in the

sample plane to minimize the demagnetization factor. After

decreasing the field to zero, samples were heated up to room

temperature and x-ray diffraction, magnetic measurements,

and 5^Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy were carried oｕt｡

　　Magnetization curves were measured at 280 K using a

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag-

netometer (Quantum Design MPMS-5) in magnetic field of

－4T≦召≦4 T. Magnetic field was applied in the sample

plane. In order to obtain ａ precise determination of magneti-

zation, all samples were trimmed into 5×10 mm^ in size

after the high field process at 4･2 K， and then magnetization

was measured. The magnetization scale of the magnetometer

was calibrated with regard to the sample size assuming the

spontaneous magnetization of pure iron as 218 emu/g at

293 K.23 The samples taken out from the magnetometer were

successively used for 5^Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy. The ab-

sorption spectra were recorded at room temperature using a

spectrometer calibrated with a reference to pure α-Ｆｅ･

III.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

　　The ｙ phase of present nitrogen concentration possesses

the martensite start temperature (M,) of about 200 K in zero

magnetic field^"*and starts to transform into the �　phase

when it is cooled to that temperature. Since Gibbs free en-

ergy for the a' phase is lower than that of ｙ phase all over

the temperature range studied, thぶ：ｖ＾1phase never returns to
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FIG. 1. x-ray diffraction spectra for as-quenched ｙ phase (a) and ｙ phase

samples cooled to 4.２Ｋ and subjected to various magnetic fields(b). Inci-

dent x-ray intensity and irradiated sample area were the same for allspectra.

Measurements were done at room temperature using MoKaΓadiation.

the ‘y phase if it were once formed. Therefore, the molar

fraction of ７ phase is preserved upon heating to room

temperature｡

　　x-ray diffraction spectra for as-quenched ‘y phase and

the samples subsequently cooled to 4･２ Ｋ are plotted in Fig･

l as a function of applied magnetic field at that temperature.

The ｙ phase foils are polycrystalline and all diffraction lines

are indexed in terms of single fee structure. Diffraction lines

associated with the a' phase emerged by cooling the ｙ phase

to 4.2 K. Relative diffraction intensity of the ｙ phase de-

creases with increasing the applied magnetic field as can be

seen from the ｙ (200) and (220) lines. This indicates that

magnetic field drives the ｙ→α″martensitic transformation

as reported ｅａｒlier.16‾18The ｙ phase lines are still observable

with application of 35 T， and a higher magnetic field is

found to be needed to obtain single phase of a'. As opposed

to the ｙ phase lines, the magnetic field dependence of line

intensity is complicated for the a' phase. In fact, the inten-

sity of a'(002) line is the same regardless of the applied

magnetic field. but other lines show apparent field depen-

dence. In present measurements, the scattering vector is nor-

mal to the foil surface and magnetic field was applied in the

plane･ The a' phase is reported to possess ａ large uniaxial

magnetocrystalline anisotropy of 4×106 erg/cm^ along the

ｃ axis. Therefore, the free energy of the a' phase variants

with ｃ axis parallel to magnetic field is lower than those of

different orientations. If we supposed that the a' phase vari-

ants having itsｃ axis in the direction of magnetic field pref-

erentially nucleated when magnetic field was applied. the

volume of variants with the ｃ axis perpendicular to the foil

surface would not be affected by the presence of magnetic

field and would be the same as O T sample regardless of the

field intensity. Then, the diffraction intensity of a'(002) line

is independent of magnetic field and that for the other lines is

to be dependent. The volume fraction of the a' phase mono-
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FIG. 2. Spontaneous magnetization at 280 K， 肘o， for the �十ｙ phase

samples as a function of applied magnetic field at 4.2 K.

tonically increases with increasing the magnetic field as can

be seen from the intensities of ｙ phase lines, but the diffrac-

tion　intensities　of�　phase　lines　with　indices　other　than

(002)ｄｏ not necessarily increase monotonically･ Since vari-

ant nucleation process is ａ statisticalplus correlative phe-

nomenon, crystallographic orientation of variants can be

somewhat different for sample by sample except for the

α″(002) line. If this simple explanation successfully de-

scribed what took place in present samples, it would be pos-

sible　to　produce　hardened　nitrogen　steels　comprising

c-axis-oriented variants by application of magnetic field｡

　　Due to ａ sharp contrast in magnetic character of the

phases involved, progress of the transformation can be moni-

tored quantitatively with magnetic measurements. Spontane-

ous magnetization of the ｙ十a' samples (hereafter abbrevi-

ated as Mo) at 280 K is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of

applied magnetic field at 4.2 K. Here, we define the sponta-

neous magnetization for each sample as ａlinear extrapola-

tion of respective magnetization curves in 2.2-4 T to zero

magnetic field. With this calculation, any contribution from

paramagnetic ｙ phase to the sample magnetization is com-

pletely eliminated. Therefore, the value of Mo equals the

molar fraction of the α' phase, y, multiplied by its spontane-

ous magnetization, Ma'. With increasing the applied mag-

netic field at 4.2 K， the value of 肘ｏ monotonically and

gradually increases in good accordance with x-ray diffraction

data in Fig. 1. The largest 肘o of 215 emu/g was observed

for 35 T samples in spite of the presence of ｙ phase. The

spontaneous magnetization of pure Fe is also indicated in the

figure as ａ dotted line for ａ reference. It seems possible to

exceed the value for pure Fe if far stronger magnetic fields

than 35 T were employed. Pulsed magnets are able to gen-

erate higher intensity of magnetic field, but it has been

shown to be less effective than stａticfield.16'17Practically,ａ

method should be exploited and needs to be combined with

to supplement the magnetic field effect｡

　　In principle, the value of Ma' can be determined if a set

of data, Mo and y, were obtained･ The authors would like to

stress that both Mo and / should be precisely determined

using the same sample for this particular purpose, and great

care should to be expended in determining the f， Present

x-ray diffraction data would offer valuable information con-

ceming the molar fraction of phases involved but the pre-
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FIG. 3. "Fe Mossbauer spectra for the α'十ｙphase samples subjected to

various magnetic fields at 4.2 K. All spectra were measured at room

temperature.

ferred orientation of crystallites hampers the precise determi-

nation. The samples can be powdered in order to remove the

textured structure, but the fraction would become different

from the value before milling instead because of the defor-

mation induced martensitic transformation. Therefore, we

have selected 57Fe Mossbauer spectroscopy in the transmis-

sion geometry which is capable of measuring the samples as

taken out from the SQUID magnetometer. Figure 3 shows

Mossbauer spectra for the �十ｙ phase samples for various

applied magnetic fields at 4.2 K. A prominent paramagnetic

absorption of the ｙ phase is observed around zero velocity

besides ａ convolution of magnetic sextets originating in the

a' phase. As can be seen in the figure, the ｙ phase absorption

becomes weaker with increasing the magnetic field in good

accordance with Figs. 1 and ２. The spectra were analyzed in

order to determine the absorption area ratio of the a' and ｙ

phases using ａ least squares fitting software with an assump-

tion of Lorentzian line shape and the thin absorber approxi-

mation. Oda ｄ α/.２６and Hinomura and Nasu^^ reported that

the ｙ phase spectrum needs to be analyzed with a singlet plus

two sets of doublet. Since the absorption area ratio of the

second　doublet　is　only　3.4%　of　the　total　ｙ　phase

absorption,^^ we have analyzed the central paramagnetic ab-

sorption with ａ combination of ａ singlet and ａ symmetric

doublet for simplicity. The absorption spectrum for the �

phase is composed of many sextets and characterized with a

broad linewidth as deduced from its disordered structure. In

order for the precise absorption area calculation of the �

phase, seven sets of sextet with the first order (magnetic

十quadrupole) interaction were found to be needed. Absorp-

tion area ratio for individual lines in each sextet was as-

sumed to be 3 :ｘ: 1 : 1 :ｘ: 3，where the λ;is a free parameter to
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TABLE Ｉ. Hyperfine parameters and absorption area ratio for the 35 T

sample at room temperature.
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FIG. 5バフFe Mossbauer spectra for samples subjected to mechanical milling

process. Starting materialsｓ5 the ｙ phase foilsfor(a) and the 35 T sample

for (b), respectively. The spectra were recorded at room temperature.

and Mq, and sets of data for samples with different /and the

same nitrogen concentration are necessary in order to remove

the effects described above. We approximated the data points

to ａlinear function and extrapolated to A 7=0 for the accu-

rate determination of Ma'. The value of Ma' is determined

to be 229 emu/g. With this value, the highest molar fraction

attained was found to be 94% at 35 T｡

　　Takahashi and Sh(!ji discussed the magnetization of bet

iron nitrides as a function of the volume per unit ｃｅ11.11The

lattice parameters ofα' phase with present nitrogen concen-

tration　were　determined　to　be　α＝2.8473Ａ　and　ｃ

°3.1 1 13 A with the Rietvelt analysis of x-ray diffraction

data collected at SPring-8 synchrotron facility.^ Ĉorrespond-

ing unit cell volume is 25.22 A＼ Present magnetization and

unit cell volume are in good agreement with those for dc

sputtered　thin　films　of the　�　single　phase, namely,

228 emu/g at 25.5 Å3 9,111n other words, a high magnetiza-

tion material exceeding pure iron can be produced not only

by the use of thin film technique but also with conventional

bulk process when the retained austenite were completely

removed. But the value is not as large as 250 emu/g or

2.4 rp3,5

　　Keeping in mind that plastic deformation of the ｙ phase

may result in formation of the a' phase even at room tern-

perature through the deformation induced martensitic trans-

formation, we have powdered the ｙ phase 1０11susing ａ hand

mortar in air. Here, iron foils of smaller grain size (without

the 1270 K hydrogen gas treatment) were employed. The

powder was initially paramagnetic and turned into ferromag-

netic　with increasing　the grinding　time, indicating　the

progress of the transformation. Figure 5(a) is the Mossbauer

spectrum of the powdered ｙ phase sample. The spectrum
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allow any appreciable magnetic anisotropy effect, and all

sextets were constrained to possess the same value ofｘ･ With

this model, all spectra were successfully analyzed, and the

hyperfine parameters and absorption area ratio of respective

components Ｒ)r the 35 T spectrum are summarized in 7【'able

l. No substantial difference in the hyperfine parameters was

observed for samples of various magnetic fields,whereas the

field dependence of the absorption area ratio for the ｙ phase,

Ａｙ，was prominent. The value of X was found to be 1.93－

2.22｡

　　The values of / and Ma' can be directly derived from ａ

single set of Ay and 肘o if we assumed the same recoil-less

n･action for

ごご笥ご首記広広sorber thickness

were applicable, the value of Mo should be exactly propor-

tional to Ay, and all data points fall on a straight line con-

necting two points on the horizontal and vertical axes (100,

0) and {O,Ma'), respectively, in a diagram where 肘o were

plotted against Ａｙ.Deviation from the straightline should be

attributed to either or both the finiteabsorber thickness effect

and/or differences in the recoil-less fraction. The value of Mo

is plotted as a function of Ａｙin Fig. 4 and seems to decrease

linearly with increasing the Ay. Apparently, data points lo-

cate below the straight line and show larger gradient. There-

fore, the Ma' cannot be determined with a single set of Ay
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FIG. 4. Spontaneous magnetization at 280 K， Mo, of the �十ｙ phase

samples plotted against the absorption area ratio of the ｙ phase, Ay. Dotted

straight line connecting (100, 0) and (0, 229) is drawn to guide the eyes.
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consists of the ｙ and a' phase absorption and analyzed with

the same procedure as those for high magnetic field samples

in Fig. 3. The value of Ay is 12･6% and is almost the same as

that for 18 T sample. Milling of the ｙ phase is found to be

capable of producing the a' phase without cooling to sub-

zero temperatures or using high magnetic fields.In order to

check the effect of grinding after the high magnetic field

process. the 35 T samples were crushed and powdered like-

wise. The value of Ay was reduced to 3.8%[Fig. 5(b)]，

which corresponds to the 肘o of 220 emu/g in Fig. 4. Present

results suggest that milling of the ｙ phase has the potentiality

to produce ａ large amount of bet iron nitride powders with

high magnetization.

IV. CONCLUSION

　　The magnetization of bulk processed a' phase with

9.6 at.% N is determined to be 229 emu/ g，the same as that

produced by dc sputtering technique. The materials having a

larger magnetization than pure iron can be synthesized when

the retained austenites were removed. Both high magnetic

field process at low temperatures and mechanical milling

treatment are effective for this purpose･
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